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Introduction: Abnormalities in the extracellular matrix are common in human muscular 

dystrophies.  Mutations in COL6A (COL6A1, COL6A2 and COL6A3) are prevalent causes of 

congenital muscular dystrophy such as Ullrich muscular dystrophy, Bethlem myopathies and yet 

poorly defined intermediate form.  Most of the COL6A mutations lead to altered extracellular 

deposition of COL6A
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: thus COL6A protein markers have enormous potential in monitoring 

and evaluating efficacy of new therapeutic trials for COL6A-related muscular dystrophies.  

Approaches to accurately access the level of COL6A in cell-based assays are critically needed.  

Here, we propose that a LC-SRM-MS assay can detect the cellular level and extracellular release 

of COL6A proteins in human fibroblasts and cultured media.  This assay will facilitate the study 

of the efficacy of drugs that are being developed.    

 

Methods: Candidate peptides for COL6A1 were screened by In Silico trypsin digestion 

modeling followed by BLAST search to insure the sequences are unique within the human 

genome.  The final “signature” peptides were selected by evaluating the SRM chromatogram for 

the isotopically labeled peptides and the digest peptides of fibroblasts and cultured media digest 

peptides.  The eluates were analyzed using UPLC system coupled with a Waters Quattro Premier 

XE mass spectrometer.  The amount of the signature peptides in the fibroblast extracts was 

determined by taking the ratio of the peak areas for the signature peptide to the heavy isotope-

labeled peptide.  Actin and Fibronectin were used for normalization. 

    

Preliminary Data: Severe mutations in COL6A genes produce proteins that remain entrapped 

within the endoplasmic reticulum or cause complete absence or reduction of the protein, 

resulting in altered levels of intra and extra-cellular protein.  We hypothesize that these 

mutations cause altered level of COL6A peptides compared to normal and that the difference 

between cells and media will reflect defective extracellular deposition.  This altered 



abundance/distribution of COL6A can be followed as a characteristic biomarker of disease and 

of therapeutics efficacy.  In an initial approach, we selected proteotypic candidate peptides for 

COL6A1 based on specific criteria, including proper physiochemical properties for MS 

detection, uniqueness to the protein of interest, and no known modifications or single nucleotide 

polymorphisms.  Our preliminary analysis suggests that   signature peptides for COL6A1 with a 

good signal to noise can be detected in both tryptic digests of human fibroblasts and their 

cultured media. The identity of these peptides was validated with their heavy isotope labeled 

internal standards.  Optimization of sample process including cell growth conditions, cell 

collection, and trypsin digestion has been completed.  We are currently analyzing normal control 

fibroblast cell lines and positive cases with COL6A related muscular dystrophies.      
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